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About Conference




The International Union of Scientific and Engineering Public Associations will hold, June 8-11, 2021
International Conference “Economic and Social Trends in Sustainable Development economic and social trends in the sustainable development of modern society”.





Read More
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International conference: Economic and social trends in the sustainable development of modern society
















8-11 June 2021 | Atlanta – USA
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The main directions of the scientific program of the conference:











	Economic trends in the conditions of modern socio-echnogenic development of the world.








	Socio-economic drivers of global economic development: lessons, trends and new solutions.








	A New View of Education: Trends, Challenges, Technological Solutions.
















	Economics and management of knowledge-intensive industries.








	Digital economy and new social challenges.








	Applied research in economics, management and education.











	Sociocultural aspects of the transformation of modern cities. Pros and cons of megacities.








	Ecology, environmental protection and sustainable development.








	Human resource management for sustainable development.



















Publication of conference proceedings




Publication of conference proceedings: conference proceedings in the form of articles in English will be published in the journal.





Requirements for the papers












Important Dates
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	Early Registration | until April 5, 2021 (article submission) | until June 8, 2021 (payment)
	Late registration | until June 1, 2021 (article submission) | until June 7, 2021 (payment)
	In-person registrations | no later than June 5, 2021
	Publication of the full conference program on the website | until June 5, 2021
	Conference info: June 8-11, 2021
	distribution of electronic certificates | until June, 30, 2020
	Publication of articles | 4th quarter of 2021
	Indexation | WoS – at least 8-12 months after publication














This is how our conferences usually go
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Top 5
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Inflation Reaches 40-Year High: Analyzing the Global ImpactJanuary 9, 2024Over the last year, inflation has rapidly accelerated across major economies, reaching towering heights not seen in four decades. As the cost of goods and services persist at high levels, inflation threatens to destabilize economies by severely eroding household purchasing power while depressing consumer and business demand – resulting in weaker job markets. Both policymakers and markets now stand on high… Read more: Inflation Reaches 40-Year High: Analyzing the Global Impact
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Car Insurance: Its Role in Economic StabilityJanuary 8, 2024Car insurance plays an integral yet often overlooked role in providing economic stability on both an individual and macro level. As automobile travel has proliferated globally, requiring drivers to carry auto insurance coverage has become mandatory in most regions since the consequences of driving without fiscal protection impacts more than just those directly involved in crashes. When at-fault drivers do not… Read more: Car Insurance: Its Role in Economic Stability
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Belgium’s Highest-Earning Companies: Top 10 ListJanuary 8, 2024Belgium, known for its vibrant economy, is home to a diverse array of leading companies spanning multiple industries. These companies are not only prominent in their respective fields but also contribute significantly to the nation’s overall economic growth. While exploring Belgium’s highest-earning companies in the Top 10 list, it’s also interesting to pivot eastwards and delve into the dynamic landscape of… Read more: Belgium’s Highest-Earning Companies: Top 10 List
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Primary Economic Activities: Unveiling The Core SignificanceJanuary 8, 2024The economic realm is divided into several sectors, with primary economic activities serving as its cornerstone. This comprehensive exploration delves deep into primary economic activities, uncovering their core essence, defining characteristics, historical evolution, global impact, and practical applications. Understanding Primary Economic Activities Primary economic activities serve as the building blocks of economic sectors, involving the direct extraction or harvesting of goods… Read more: Primary Economic Activities: Unveiling The Core Significance
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Tertiary Economic Activity: The Global Evolution January 8, 2024The tertiary economic activity, often acknowledged as the service sector, stands as a linchpin within modern economies, shaping the global economic sphere profoundly. This in-depth examination delves into the intricacies of the tertiary sector, illuminating its significance, core attributes, and noteworthy examples that underpin its paramount role in today’s economic landscape. Understanding the Tertiary Economic Activity The essence of the tertiary… Read more: Tertiary Economic Activity: The Global Evolution 
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Secondary Sector: Diverse Applications & World ContributionsJanuary 8, 2024The secondary sector, often known as the backbone of industrialization, has played a pivotal role in shaping global economies from the era of industrial revolution to the present.  In this in-depth exploration, we’ll delve into the inner workings of the secondary sector, examining both light and heavy industries, their defining characteristics, and their lasting impact on the worldwide economic landscape. Understanding… Read more: Secondary Sector: Diverse Applications & World Contributions
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Top Company in Malaysia Revealed: Unveiling Economic TitansJanuary 8, 2024Malaysia boasts some of the most influential companies driving its economy. Here, we delve into the details of the top 12 revenue-generating companies in Malaysia, each making significant strides in various industries. These corporations not only shape Malaysia’s economic trajectory but also wield influence on a global scale. From utilities to conglomerates, banking to healthcare, and beyond, discover the remarkable contributions… Read more: Top Company in Malaysia Revealed: Unveiling Economic Titans
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Quaternary Sector: An Insightful Overview of Its Role January 8, 2024The industrial landscape undergoes dynamic shifts driven by technological prowess, giving rise to the Quaternary Sector. This revolution transcends mere economic activities, reshaping our work paradigms. Explore this comprehensive guide unveiling the Quaternary Sector, delving into its definition, influence, and global implications. Understanding the Quaternary Sector Also known as the knowledge-based economy, the Quaternary Sector thrives on intellectual prowess and knowledge-centric… Read more: Quaternary Sector: An Insightful Overview of Its Role 
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Introduction to Norway’s Corporate TitansJanuary 8, 2024In 2023, Norway’s top 10 companies, spanning various industries, collectively generated an impressive $242 billion in revenue, underscoring their significant contribution to the nation’s economy and global influence. Equinor: Energy Sector Giant Equinor, a leader in the energy industry, reported a staggering $147,880 million in revenue. Based in Stavanger and operating globally, the company focuses on oil, gas, and renewable energy… Read more: Introduction to Norway’s Corporate Titans
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Overview of Luxembourg’s Corporate LandscapeJanuary 8, 2024Luxembourg, a small yet economically powerful country, is home to some of the world’s leading corporations. In 2023, the combined revenue of the top 10 Luxembourg-based companies reached an impressive $140 billion, marking their significant influence in various global markets. ArcelorMittal: Steel Industry Leader With headquarters in Luxembourg City and operations across 60 countries, ArcelorMittal leads the basic materials industry with… Read more: Overview of Luxembourg’s Corporate Landscape
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Overview of Mexico’s EconomyJanuary 8, 2024Mexico, ranked as the world’s 14th largest country and third in Latin America, boasts a population of 130 million. Its economy, with a nominal GDP of $1.1 trillion as of 2016, is the 15th largest globally and second in Latin America. Mexico’s per capita income is approximately a third of that of the United States, positioning it as an upper-middle-income nation… Read more: Overview of Mexico’s Economy
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Understanding Canada’s Economic FrameworkJanuary 8, 2024Canada’s economy is characterized by a hybrid model that blends characteristics of both market and planned economies. This mixed economic system allows for the freedom of individual enterprise alongside state intervention. Individuals and businesses in Canada have the autonomy to make decisions concerning their work, production, consumption, and investment. The economic structure includes a private sector, where independent entities make decisions… Read more: Understanding Canada’s Economic Framework
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Overview of the Dutch Corporate LandscapeJanuary 8, 2024The Netherlands boasts a diverse and robust economic landscape, led by some of the world’s most significant companies. In 2023, the combined revenue of the country’s top 10 enterprises reached an impressive $435 billion, reflecting their substantial impact on various sectors, including automotive, retail, aerospace, and finance. Stellantis: Leading the Automotive Sector Stellantis, with its headquarters in Amsterdam, stands out in… Read more: Overview of the Dutch Corporate Landscape
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Cuba’s Economic System: Market or Command?January 8, 2024What characterizes Cuba’s economic structure? Cuba’s economic framework is primarily centered around a planned system, although it does incorporate certain facets of a market-driven economy. Within the Cuban economic landscape, state ownership dominates the business sector. The government plays a pivotal role in dictating the production and allocation of particular goods and services. Furthermore, in Cuba, it is the state that… Read more: Cuba’s Economic System: Market or Command?
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Is Venezuela Truly Embracing Communism?January 8, 2024What characterizes Venezuela’s economic system? Venezuela’s economic landscape is characterized by a fusion of socialist-oriented market principles. This unique blend melds elements from both market-driven and planned economic paradigms. While Venezuela refrains from officially declaring itself socialist or communist, it diligently aspires to construct and advance towards a socialist framework within its borders. The cornerstone of Venezuela’s economy predominantly rests upon… Read more: Is Venezuela Truly Embracing Communism?
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Exploring Leading Computer Manufacturers in TaiwanJanuary 8, 2024Taiwan’s technology sector is characterized by the prominent presence of leading corporations, prominently spearheaded by Foxconn. Notably, TSMC, Pegatron, and Quanta Computer stand out as distinguished players, underscoring Taiwan’s exceptional proficiency in the field of electronics production. Additionally, one cannot overlook the significant contributions of other esteemed entities such as Formosa Petrochemical, Evergreen Marine, and ASE Group, all of which play… Read more: Exploring Leading Computer Manufacturers in Taiwan
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Austrian Companies: Influence in Global MarketsJanuary 8, 2024Austria’s economic skyline is embellished with the prowess of its top-tier companies, dictating the landscape across energy, industrial goods, construction, insurance, banking, financial services, and industrial machinery sectors. These conglomerates, spearheading Austria’s economic spectrum, showcase a diverse and dynamic business environment that resonates globally. OMV: Energizing the Industry Austria’s energy landscape finds its powerhouse in OMV, a multinational titan in oil… Read more: Austrian Companies: Influence in Global Markets
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Economic System Suitable for Ethiopia: Leran MoreJanuary 8, 2024Ethiopia’s economic framework stands at a crossroads, navigating between the tenets of varying economic systems. From the dichotomy of a mixed economy to the nuanced balance between state control and private enterprise, the nation grapples with defining a system best suited for its socio-economic evolution.  Delving into this discourse, we explore the intricate fabric of Ethiopia’s economic journey, pondering over the… Read more: Economic System Suitable for Ethiopia: Leran More
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Companies in Indonesia: Economic PowerhousesJanuary 8, 2024Indonesia’s economic landscape boasts formidable entities, with companies that not only elevate the nation’s financial prowess but also wield significant influence on the global stage. These conglomerates, thriving in various sectors, contribute not just to Indonesia’s growth but also leave an indelible mark on the worldwide economic framework. Astra International: Driving Automotive Excellence Astra International, established in 1957, operates across 100+… Read more: Companies in Indonesia: Economic Powerhouses
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Biggest Companies in Saudi Arabia Shaping Global EconomiesJanuary 8, 2024The economic landscape of Saudi Arabia is adorned with towering giants, the biggest companies in Saudi Arabia that not only bolster the nation’s economic prowess but also leave an indelible mark on the global stage. Let’s delve into the realms of these conglomerates, exploring their revenue, influence, and contributions to both local and global economies. Saudi Aramco: Powering the Energy Sector… Read more: Biggest Companies in Saudi Arabia Shaping Global Economies
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Company in Switzerland Showcase: Explore the Economic TitansJanuary 8, 2024In the heart of Europe, Switzerland hosts a cadre of corporate giants that extend their influence across various sectors, propelling both national and global economies. From mining and commodities to pharmaceuticals and logistics, these companies hold sway over industries and chart the course of economic growth.  Glencore: Pioneering the Commodity Realm Established in 1974 and headquartered in Baar, Switzerland, Glencore boasts… Read more: Company in Switzerland Showcase: Explore the Economic Titans
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Argentine Economic Mix: Unveiling LayersDecember 15, 2023Argentina’s economic system is a nuanced blend of market and planned aspects, shaping its unique  landscape. This analysis delves into the country’s mixed model, its components, and the historical forces shaping its evolution. What do the freedom indexes reveal about Argentina’s economic system? Assessing a nation’s economic leanings involves scrutinizing various indexes. Argentina, according to the 2022 Index of Economic Freedom,… Read more: Argentine Economic Mix: Unveiling Layers
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2023’s Leading Greek Enterprises: An OverviewDecember 15, 2023In this article, we delve into the top 10 most significant enterprises in Greece as of 2023, examining their contributions across a variety of sectors.  These organizations are not only at the forefront of their respective fields but also play crucial roles in propelling industry growth. 10 Biggest Companies in Greece in 2023 Let’s take al look into company operations, global… Read more: 2023’s Leading Greek Enterprises: An Overview
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Exploring Sweden’s Leading Companies in 2023December 15, 2023In 2023, Sweden’s corporate landscape continues to be defined by a diverse range of industries, from the robust automotive sector to cutting-edge technology firms. These leading companies not only represent the commercial strength of Sweden but also its significant influence in the global market.  This article provides an in-depth exploration of the ten most prominent corporations in Sweden, assessing their revenue… Read more: Exploring Sweden’s Leading Companies in 2023
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Unveiling Italy’s Largest Corporate GiantDecember 15, 2023In the year 2023, Italy boasts a formidable lineup of its leading corporations, showcasing the nation’s economic prowess. Among the distinguished top ten revenue-generating enterprises are Enel, ENI, Generali, Poste Italiane, Edison, Intesa Sanpaolo, Hera Group, UniCredit, Prysmian Group, and Telecom Italia. These corporate giants span a diverse spectrum of industries, including energy, insurance, banking, and telecommunications. Together, they form the… Read more: Unveiling Italy’s Largest Corporate Giant
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Germany’s Top Corporations: Ranking the Biggest CompaniesDecember 15, 2023Leading the way across a diverse array of industries, Germany’s premier corporations reign supreme. From the automotive sector to energy and insurance, these industry titans wield substantial influence. At the forefront stands Volkswagen, boasting an impressive $284 billion in revenue, closely pursued by Uniper, Mercedes-Benz, BMW, and Allianz. Among the ranks of remarkable enterprises, one can’t help but acknowledge the presence… Read more: Germany’s Top Corporations: Ranking the Biggest Companies
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The Intricacies of France’s Mixed Economic FrameworkDecember 15, 2023This article presents an in-depth analysis of France’s mixed economic system, a blend of market-driven and state-controlled elements. We examine the structure of this unique economic model, its functioning in the public and private sectors, and how it positions France in the global economy.  Understanding this system is key to comprehending France’s economic strategies, challenges, and successes. France’s Economic System: A… Read more: The Intricacies of France’s Mixed Economic Framework









































We look forward to welcoming everyone to the conference




Are you ready to attend the conference yet?
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4848 College Street
Atlanta, GA 30303
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+1 404-407-7545 
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